
CELLO DISCOVERY
LEFT HAND FINGER MAGIC!

This week we are going to discover the magic of using our left hand fingers to make higher notes!
You may remember from our lessons that we like to make sure our left hand is nice and relaxed and 
ready to play, so here are a few quick checks to do before we start:

LEFT HAND CHECKS:

– Shake out your left hand and let your fingers be nice and relaxed (sleeping hand)
– Now let's reach out and pick up a can of our favourite drink (you can be very creative and 

make up your own healthy drink in a can.   My favourite is pineapple and mango smoothie 
with chocolate sprinkles!  I'm sure yours will be healthier!) 

– Look at your left hand fingers holding the can gently, hopefully they are nice and curved and
not too 'squeezy'.  

– Now, let's bring our thumb round the back of the cello neck (your cello should have a little 
sticker to show you where the thumb lives) 

– Your left hand fingers should still be holding the can , nice and rounded like little hills.
– Now practice pressing your first finger (pointing finger) down and up on the string 

(remember to use your top stripe to help you place it in the right position)

Well done!  Now let's see if we can find our 'training stripes' (the little white stripes on your 
fingerboard).     Can you see them?   These are to show us where to place our fingers.    Let's take a 
look at this photo to see where our fingers will live:

You will see that your pointing finger lives on the top stripe and that your 2nd and 3rd fingers go 
down together (but not touching) and 3rd finger lives on the next stripe down.   Finally pinky (4th 
finger) has its own stripe.  



Can you check that you have space inside your left hand for a little hamster?
Do you still feel like you are holding a can of interesting juice?
Are your fingers rounded like little hills and on the tips of your fingers?

Now let's PLAY!

This weeks piece:  MORNING SUNSHINE (song no.12 in Vamoosh Book 1)

Backing track : You can use track 12 on your CD to play along with, or simply look up 'Morning 
Sunshine backing track' on you tube.  

 

1) First let's try saying the finger numbers out loud, remember 0 means NO fingers

2) Now let's get our 3rd finger ready (remember to place 1st and 2nd down too!) 

3) Make sure your fingers are pressing down strongly on the string (as if you are trying to 
make fingerprints in clay) and see if you can keep fingers nice and curved

4) If your hand collapses , don't worry just shake it out and try again.  You will build up 
strength over time and your hand will get stronger.   It will get easier!

5) Now let's slowly pluck through the piece slowly

6) When you are ready try with the bow, keeping bow in the lower half of the bow.


